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Message from the Guest Editor

As the Editor-in-Chief of Automation, I am pleased to
announce the launch of the Special Issue entitled
"Anniversary Feature Papers—2022." This Special Issue will
be a collection of articles from Editorial Board Members
and leading researchers, which will report on new research
and cutting-edge developments in the science and
engineering of automation and control systems.

The Special Issue will welcome submissions pertaining to
the following topics (below, “automation” also includes
control and monitoring, related modeling and simulation
issues, and other related subjects):

Automation in vehicle networks and systems (land,
marine, space and/or air vehicles);
Automation in energy systems;
Automation in learning systems and applications;
Automation in cyberphysical systems.

Our survey received a great response from our Editorial
Board Members. You are welcome to send a preliminary
title and abstract to our Editorial Office
(automation@mdpi.com) for evaluation. Alternatively, you
are welcome to submit full papers of your recent research
outcomes if they are within the scope of Automation. All
contributions will be peer reviewed.
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Automation (ISSN 2673-4052) is a international
peer-reviewed open access journal devoted to fast
pub l i ca t ion of the latest achievements of
technological developments and scientific research in
the huge area of automation and control system. Both
experimental and theoretical papers are published,
including all aspects of manufacturing systems,
energy management systems, aerospace control
systems, micro- and nano-systems, learning systems,
intelligent control systems and so on. Automation
organizes Special Issues devoted to specific
automation and controlling areas and applications
each year.
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